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MONROE
Monroe’s every curve has a meaning. Every line has a purpose. Designed by 
Idesign and named after a classic beauty. A beautiful chair that is hard not to like. 
With unique shapes and warmth. Attractive with a gentle image. Appealing to the 
body, eye and mind. Designed for different types of meetings. For your 
conversations, visits or shorter periods of individual work. Its purpose is to give 
you a comfortable seat. And diverse functionality. But also a well-designed 
expression of taste. 

A CLASSIC BEAUTY
Monroe is a comfortable and appealing chair. With its gentle curves and 
well-composed lines, it optimally combines shape and function. The ingenious 
design allows you to sit comfortably while adding ambience and beauty to the 
many different types of environment it is suited to. The seat and back are one 
single unit. A uniform structure with soft padding. Combined with an extra 
cushioned seat and spring system in the back, this provides excellent seat 
comfort. It is possible to design your own chair considering the different varia-
tions of underframes, with or without armrests, and fabric options. To find a 
solution that meets your requirements and working environment. Use it around 
different types of meeting tables or coffee tables, in larger or smaller groups 
and in different types of configurations. Use it in an activity based working envi-
ronment for shorter periods of individual work. Or on its own. As an appealing 
design element that encourages a moment’s break or conversation?
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MANY APPEALING EXPRESSIONS
You can choose Monroe in a variety of models and colours, all with the same 
gentle basic form and sustainable design, but with different character. 
Sledge, four-legged or five-star base. With or without armrests. Different 
colours of underframe are combined with fabrics in different colours, 
materials and feelings. Stylish red fabric and a chrome-plated sledge give 
Monroe an exclusive look. Black legs with a black matte fabric makes for a 
classic chair that easily fits into different types of environments. White legs 
matched with an exciting patterned fabric creates a unique chair. Whatever 
your choices, the harmonious basic form is always present. It is what makes 
Monroe so appealing to all the senses.
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WITH THE SAME GENTLE, SHAPELY FIGURE
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SWEDISH DESIGN
The Monroe chairs are designed by Idesign, a Swedish design agency, based 

in Stockholm, with a great deal of experience in designing working environ-

ments. Idesign has collaborated with Kinnarps for many years, resulting in 

several functional and ergonomic chairs. In Monroe they have created a chair 

with a shape that is easy to identify and a feeling of exclusivity. A one-of-a-

kind design, but still with a classic, minimal shape.

“When it comes to designing a good and functional product, we see it as our mission to 
incorporate interesting shapes with good functionality. It is our aim to utilise the “Scandinavian 
Design” legacy and develop it further. We think Monroe, with its unique lines and comfortable 
seat ergonomics, is a good example of this.”

Johan Larsvall, Idesign
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FUNCTIONAL WORKING ENVIRONMENTS
Monroe’s unique shape is in harmony with today’s working environments and 
creates a pleasant experience. Both in terms of appearance and functionality. 
You can use it as a comfortable meeting chair. Or as an inviting visitor chair. In 
combination with our functional desks and task chairs, it gives you a uniform 
and thought-out environment for creative discussion and active meetings.
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FOUR-LEGGED SLEDGE FIVE-STAR BASE

Monroe offers different underframe options to choose from. Three versions. 
Aluminium five-star underframe (silver lacquered or polished). Sledge or 
four-legged in chrome, black, white or silver. You decide on the expression 
and functionality you want. 

DIFFERENT UNDERFRAMES
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CASTORS 
The Monroe chair with a five-star base has cas-
tors. This makes the chair flexible and easy to 
move. This is perfect if there is a need to rear-
range the chairs for different types of meetings. 
Brakeless castors with flexible orbits are stand-
ard and they work for both hard and soft flooring. 
Interval braked castors or glides are optional. 

GLIDES (sledge or four-legged)   
The underframe glides makes it easy to use the 
chair and reduces noise substantially. Plastic 
glides are standard but glides with felt pad (FGL) 
are available as options.

ARMRESTS (sledge or four-legged)  
These integrated armrests have an appealing 
design that match with the chair’s underframe 
and curves. They suite with the design of the 
underframe, i.e. black, white, silver or chrome. 
The armrest pad is always black and made of 
plastic.

BACK AND SEAT
The back and seat are made in one single unit. It 
has an extra cushioned seat and spring system 
in the chair back for the best possible seat com-
fort. The seat frame can be easily adapted to 
your needs as it is also height adjustable. 

ARMRESTS (five-star base)  
Armrests can be fitted to Monroe chairs with a 
five-star base. The armrests provide comfort-
able support for your arms while still being 
appealing in design. Aluminium armrests (silver 
lacquered or polished finish). 

FUNCTIONS & OPTIONS

STACKABLE
Monroe with sledge or four-legged underframe 
is stackable (max 3). This makes it easy to put 
them away to save space, or bring out chairs 
when they are needed.
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MATERIAL

White

Black

Chrome

Silver

METAL

KINNARPS COLOUR STUDIO

Be inspired by our unique and wide range of  
fabrics - Kinnarps Colour Studio. It includes 
everything you need when it comes to creative and 
beautiful fabrics. An appealing collection with a 
large selection of colours, materials and patterns. 
With different character and feelings. A combina-
tion of classical elegance and the latest trends. All 
to give your interior design your own personal 
touch. Find the expression and atmosphere that 
works best with your interior. 

You can find our range of fabrics and other materi-
als on the webpage www.kinnarps.com/kcs
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966 570 600 1000 470 450 455 480 8,5 - - 3 – 

966A 570 600 1000 470 450 455 480 9,1 • 245 3 –

966SLEDGE 530 600 1000 470 450 455 480 9,6 - - 3 –

966ASLEDGE 530 600 1000 470 450 455 480 10,1 • 240 3 –

966XBASE 690 650 950-1100 470 450 430-560 400-500 11,2 - x – –

966AXBASE 690 650 950-1100 470 450 430-560 400-500 13,3 • x – –

966SLEDGE966

966ASLEDGE966A 966AXBASE

966XBASE

MONROE 

SEAT UNIT Upholstered, padded, sprung seat unit. UNDERFRAME Four-legged, sledge in black, white, silver (powder coated) or chrome finish. FIVE-STAR BASE Alumin-

ium: silver (powder coated) or polished with flexible orbit castors without brakes. Adjustable seat height with gas spring. OPTIONS (five-star base) Interval braked castors or 

glides. Polished five-star base and armrests ARMRESTS (sledge or four-legged) Moulded black polyurethane. ARMRESTS (five-star) Die-cast aluminium (silver lacquered 

or polished finish). PADDING Polyether OTHER Variant 966/966A/966SLEDGE/966ASLEDGE: Maximum load 110 kg, Please note that leather cannot be used to upholster 

Monroe. UNIT mm. DESIGN Idesign
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